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‘Ills report is being issued in compliance with section 646 of the 
Immigration Act of 1990, which requires us to assess the adequacy of the 
Central Address Pue. Thfs file, also authorized by the act, will be used to 
record and preserve the names and addresses of aliens in deportation 
proceedings and their representatives1 The Attorney General certified to 
Congress that the file had been established as of August 13; 1991; however, 
the law does not permit the file to be fully implemented before 6 months 
after the certification (i.e., Feb. 13,1QQ2). 

In the interim, the Department of Justice’s Executive Office of 
Immigration &view (EoIR)--the agency that was assigned responsibility 
by the Attorney General for developing the file-will continue to notspy l 

aliens or their representatives of the date and place of their hearings using 
its automated case tracking system. If aliens are represented, EOIR sends 
the hearing notice to the representative, if not, EOIR sends the hearing 
notice to the alien2 EOIR’S automated case tracking system was established 
in 1988 and includes the names and addresses of aliens in deportation 
proceedings and their representatives. EOIR used this inform4on in its 
automated system to establish the Central Address File. 

The Immigration and Nationality Act authorizea the Attorney General to deport aliena who have 
enter&j the immtiy MegaRy, violated a condition of their entty, or been convicted of certain &et% 
such a@ drug tramcking. 

%ee I3 C.F.R. 292.6. 
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To meet the report requirement of section 646, we used two randomly 
selected samples, one of alien addresses and the other of representative 
addresses at four EOIR field offices-Los Angeles; Miami, Fla; El Paso, 
Tex.; and Arlington, Va We compared the names and addresses in the 
immigration court files with the Central Address F’ile to determine whether 
EOIR recorded this information the way it was initially received and 
updated whenchanges were reported. We also tested certain technical 
aspecta of the system. 

Neither the act nor the legislative history defined criteria for determining 
the adequacy of the Central Address F’ile. We based our judgement of the 
accuracy of the Central Address F’ile on (1) our comparison of source data 
ln the immigration court Ales, including change of address information 
received from aliens and representatives, with the information in the 
Central Address F’ile and (2) our assessment of the accuracy of the address 
information and the potential effect on notices being received. 

We did our review between July and October 1991 using generally 
accepted government auditing standards. The views of responsible agency 
officials were sought during the course of our work and are incorporated 
where appropriate. A detailed description of our objectives, scope, and 
methodology appears m appendix I. 

Results in Brief Because the Central Address F’ile is not yet fully implemented, the results 
of our review reflect the accuracy of address information in the automated 
system EOIR now uses to notify aliens about their deportation hearings. 
Therefore, our results could differ after the system has been fully 
implemented. 

We considered the level of accuracy disclosed by our tests to be 
inadequate for providing sufficient assurance of proper notification. On 
the basis of our review of a random sample of 483 alien names and 
addresses in the Central Address File in 4 EOIR field offices, we estimated 
that 22 percent of the records in the 4 offices had inaccurately recorded 
names and/or addresses. In addition, on the basis of our review of a 

I random sample of 443 representative names and addresses in the Central 
r~ Address File, we estimated that 9 percent of the records in the 4 field 

offices had inaccurately recorded names and/or addresses. 

To estimate the extent of adverse impact that the inaccurate information 
could have on proper notification, we used our random sample of 433, 
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which included both represented and nonrepresented aliens. For 
unrepresented aliens to know about their hearings, EOIR must accurately 
record the aliens’ addresses. However, the abiliw of represented aliens to 
know about their hearings fs dependent upon EXXR accurately recording 
the representatives’, rather than the aliens’, addresses. Combining our 
results for both categories, we estimated that 12 percent of the 483 aliens 
msy not be notified because of inaccuracies in recording either their 
names and/or addresses, or the names and/or addresses of their 
representatives. 

Most of the inaccuracies we identified related to not updating alien 
addresses or the names and addresses of their representatives in the 
Central Address File. EOFR plans to revise its current procedures so that 
alien and representative address information is initially entered accurately, 
and the information is properly updated. EOIR also plans to provide 
additional tminlng for its staff who have responsibility for accurate data 
entry. As part of its field of&e monitoring, JWIR is considering reviewing 
the Central Address File. 

Background Under current notification procedures, the Immigration and Natural&&on 
Service (INS) obtains alien addresses and provides them to EOIR so it can 
notify the aliens of their initial deportation hearing. EOIR enters the address 
information into its automated csse tracking system and uses the system 
to generate a hearing notice. If an alien is represented, EOIR mails the 
alien’s notice to the representative, instead of to the alien. Eon2 0fWals 
pointed out that immigration judges usually inform aliens verbally about 
the time and place of their subsequent hearings. If the alien Wis to appear 
for a hearing, an immigration judge may order the alien deported in 
absentia if (1) notice was sent to an address where the alien resides and 
(2) INS has established the alien’s deportability. However, before ordering 

a 

an alien deported in absentia, immigration judges generally want 
assurance that the alien actually received a hearing notice and then failed 
to appear for the hearing. 

The act will revise these procedures by transferring the responsibility from 
INS to the alien for providing EOIR with address information and any 
subsequent changes of address3 Further, the act requires that (1) the 
Attorney General establish a Central Address File to accurately record the 
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of aliens and their 

?3ection 646 of the Immigmtion Act of 1990 doea not specifically authorize allem’ repreaent~&vea to 
not@ EOIR of their cknts’ ada or changea of address. However, 8 C.F.R. 292.6 should allow the 
aliena’ representatives to act in their clienta’ behalf. 
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representatives; (2) written notices be sent by certified mail to the alien or 
the alien’s representative; and (3) aliens or their representatives be warned 
that failure to appear for their hearing may result in the aliens being 
ordered to be deported. Section 646 further requires the Attorney General 
to certify to Congress the establishment of the Central Address F’ile, which 
he did on August 13,1931, and to wait at least 6 months after such 
certification before implementing the new procedures. 

Under the revised notification procedures, EOIR will continue to enter 
name and address information into its automated case tracking system and 
use the system to generate hearing notices. The information in the Central 
Address File merely reflects the name and address information that is 
entered into the automated case tracking system. When the Central 
Address File is fully implemented, the name and address information that 
appears in it will continue to be the same name and address information 
that EO~R enters into its automated case tracking system. 

Under the revised procedures, section 646 generally requires immigration 
judges to order aliens deported in absentia when they fail to appear for 
their hearings if INS establishes that (1) notice was sent to the address 
provided by the alien, unless the alien did not provide an address, in which 
case no notice is required, and (2) the alien is deportable. Therefore, an 
accurate Central Address File is needed so that INS can assure immigration 
judges that deportation hearing notices were sent to the addresses that 
were provided by the aliens or their representatives. 

Analysis of the 
Central Address File 

In our review of 433 alien names and addresses in 4 EOIR field offices, we 
found 86 with inaccurately recorded information in the Central Address 
File. We estimated that these inaccurate records represented 22 percent of 
the records in those four field offices.” Of the four field offices, Miami had 4 

the highest rate of alien address inaccuracies27 percentcompared to 
12 percent for Los Angeles, 18 percent for Arlington, and 13 percent for El 
Paso. According to an EOIR official, the Miami office had a larger workload 
caused by an influx of aliens into the region. As a result, its staff had more 
difficulty entering alien address information. 

In addition, our review of 443 representatives’ names and addresses in the 
4 field offices identified 36 inaccuracies. We estimated that these 

‘This estimate was caIcuIated as a weighted figure and was made with a sampling error of less than 6 
percent at the Obpercent cmfldence level. We estimated that, of the 8,408 alien deportation flies in 
these 4 fleld off&s, there were between 1,466 and 2,314 Ales with name and/or address errora 
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inaccurate records represented 9 percent of the records in the four field 
offkes.6 

Tjrpes of Inaccuracies In our sample of 433 alien addresses we identified two types of 
inaccuracies-out-of-date addresses and typographical errors! Most of the 
inaccuracies related to not updating alien addresses.’ 

l Sixty of the 86 inaccuracies involved not updating the alien’s address. For 
example, on November 7,1990, INS Informed EOIR that an alien’s address 
was 1800 N.W. 22nd Avenue. On March l&1991, the alien submitted a 
copy of a request for asylum that listed the ,alien’s address as 2799 N.W. 
South River Drive. The Central Address File was not updated with the 
most recently reported address. 

l Twenty-six of the 36 alien address errors we identified involved 
typographical inaccuracies. For example, EOIR received the alien’s address 
as 136 N. Olive Street. The address in the Central Address File omitted 
“North” and appeared as 136 Olive Street. 

According to EOIR officials, they did not consider some of the inaccuracies 
we identified to be errors. They noted that under EOIR’S current regulations 
and procedures, no requirement exists to update an alien’s address when 
that slien is represented by counsel. Since all represented aliens’ notices 
are sent to their representative, this constitutes notice to the alien. 

While we agree that notice to the representatives constitutes notice to the 
aliens, circumstances can change. For example, an alien may dismiss his 
or her representative or the representative may withdraw from the case. In 
either of these cases, the alien is no longer represented by that individual. 
Because EOIR does not update represented aliens’ addresses, these aliens 
maynot be notified. a 

In our sample of 443 representative addresses, we identified 4 types of 
address inaccuracie~ut-ofdate representatives’ addresses, not 
recording the name of the most current representative, typographical 

This e&hate wss made with a sampling error of less than 4 percent at the 96-percent confidence 
level. We e&bated that, of the 6,722 represented alien deportation files in these 4 offIcea, there wee 
between 307 and 721 files with name and/or addreaa errora. 

We were unable to e&mate the frequency of any of the types of inaccuracies in the four field ofkea 
aa a whole. The numbers represent only what was found in the apecifk caaea we examined as part of 
the alien or representative addrem samples. 

1AcMresse8 in this report have been changed to protect the privacy of the individuals; however, the 
examples we cite are illustrative of the types of errora we ident&d. 
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errors, and not properly recording the representative’s name and address 
in the Central Address File. Almost half of the 36 inaccuracies related to 
not updating addresses. 

l In 17 cases the address recorded for the representative was not the most 
current address. For example, the Central Address File recorded one 
attorney’s address as 2100 Mt. Pleasant Street, NW. On April 24,1991, the 
attorney filed a notice of appearance that listed her address as 2102 16th 
Street, NW. We called the attorney, who confirmed that she had moved to 
the 16th Street address. Five of the 17 cases involved the same attorney. 

l In 11 cases the Central Address File did not record the most current 
representative name and/or address. In four cases, the current 
representative had a name and address different from the previous 
representative’s. In seven cases, the current representative had the same 
address as the previous representative. 

l In four cases we identified typographical inaccuracies when the 
information in the Central Address Pile was not recorded exactly as it had 
been reported. For example, one attorney filed a notice of appearance that 
reported his address as 1335 West Flagler Street, Suite 200. The Central 
Address File recorded the street address but omitted the suite number. In 
another csse the representative reported his zip code as 90010, and the 
Central Address Pile recorded it as 9001. 

l In four cases the alien’s case file indicated that the alien had a 
representative; however, the representative’s name and address were not 
recorded in the Central Address Pile. 

With regard to not recording the most current representatives’ names, EOIR 

officials said that multiple attorneys from the same law firm may appear at 
different stages of a proceeding. EOIR considers the law Srm as 
representing the alien. As long as the firm’s address is accurately recorded, 
notice can be properly sent to the firm. Therefore, not updating an 
attorney’s name each time should not be considered an error, according to 
EOIROffiCi&. 

For purposes of our evaluation, we sought to determine if current 
information was recorded in the Central Address File. The file provides 
space to record a representative’s name; EOIR completed this information 
by recording either an organization’s or an individual’s name. In those 
cases where EOIR recorded an organization’s name, we did not consider it 
to be an error if the organization had not changed. However, if EOIR 

recorded an individual’s name and the case file indicated that a different 
individual had filed a notice of appearance on behalf of the alien, we 
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recorded an error because the Central Address File should have been 
updated. 

In its conference report on the Immigration Act of 1000, Congress said it 
expected the Central Address F’ile to “...accurately reflect whether counsel 
has flled [a] notice of appearance on behalf of the alien and, if so, whether 
such notice has become stale through the passage of time or has been 
withdrawn.” If a different counsel with the same address has filed the most 
recent notice we do not believe that leaving the previous counsel’s name 
in the Central Address F’ile necessarily meets congressional expect&ions, 
Eom assumes that attorneys with the same address are members of the 
same law firm. While this may be true in some cases, it is possible that 
attorneys with the same address are not members of the same law firm but 
share office space. In such situations, a notice that Is addressed to the 
wrong individual at the correct address may not be received by the alien’s 
attorney. 

Some Aliens May Not In our review of 483 alien deportation cases in the 4 field office, we found 

Be Notified About 
Their Hearings 

60 cases in which aliens may not be notified about their hearings.8 These 60 
cases represent 12 percent of the records in those 4 field ofXi~es.~ Of the 
483 cases we sampled, we identified 108 unrepresented aliens, 18 of whom 
had their names and/or addresses incorrectly recorded in the Central 
Address IWe. Since EOIR mails hearing notices directly to unrepresented 
aliens, these 18 may not be noWed. The remaining 316 aliens were 
represented; representatives for 32 aliens had their namea and/or 
addresses incorrectly recorded in the file. In these cases, since EOIR mails a 
hearing notice only to the representative, these 32 aliens may not be 
notified.lO 

We were unable to e&mate the lkequency of any of the w of inaccDd~forunmpreaentedor 
represented aliens in the four fleld o!kea IYI a whole. The number of canes rep-b only what wan 
found in the qeciilc cmes we examined, 

% e&hate was made with a sampling error of lem than 4 percent at the Qbpercent conildence 
level. We e&imabd that, of the 8,498 alien deportation case0 in the 4 field officeq there were between 
705 and 1,385 casets in which aliens may not be not&xl about their he 

JoAccording to a representative of the U.S. postal Se&x?, no criteria exist to determine if a piece of 
flmt class mail will be delivered to an addressee. The Poetal Service makes every effort to deliver flmt 
class mail; however, any Inaccumq rehdtothe addmaw’s name or addrem could potentially affect 
the time required to deliver the piece and could ultimately determine if the piece b delivered to the 
addrem or retumed to the sender. Delivery to the addmwee can depend on such factom aa the tqpe 
of error, the extent to which the piece is machine proceaee d, the diligence of poetal employee% the 
familiarity of poetal carriers with postal patron on their routes, and the cooperation of postal patxona 
in filing change of address notkea with their local post offlces. 
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EOIR Plans 
Improvements 

fully implement the requirements of the Central Address File and address 
the issues that we identified during our review. With respect to updating 
alien and attorney name and address information, EOIR plans to create a 
change of address form for aliens and their representatives. Currently, 
there is no form whose sole purpose is to notify EOIR of changes of address 
for aliens or representatives. Changes of address may appear on 
multipurpose forms whose primary purpose is to notify the court that (1) a 
representative is appearing on behalf of an alien; (2) an alien is requesting 
relief from deportation (e.g., asylum); (3) the alien’s representative is 
seeking a change of venue; or (4) INS has detained or released an alien. For 
example, aliens’ representatives are required to file a notice of appearance 
with the court on behalf of an alien. The form used primarily for this 
purpose also provides information on the alien’s name and address; the 
representative’s name, address, telephone number, and organizational 
affiliation; and for the representative only, whether the address represents 
a change. According to an EOIR official, JZOIR administrative staff did not 
always review the form to identify alien changes of address. 

With respect to data entry, EOIR reviews its field offices to improve their 
case management operations. As part of the review, EOIR staff review the 
office’s adherence to established procedures and examine data accuracy. 
Generally, each field office is reviewed once every 2 years, EOIR plans to 
increase its review emphasis to assure that information maintained in the 
Central Address File is accurate. In addition, EOIR plans to conduct 
nationwide train@ for its staff on compliance with the Immigration Act of 
1990, including maintenance of the Central Address File. 

Conclusions implementation. When the Central Address File is fully implemented, EOIR 
4 

will rely on the address information it contains to notify aliens about their 
deportation hearings. Consequently, unless the types of inaccuracies we 
identItled in the file are corrected, aliens may not be notified of their 
hearings. 

We cannot conclude that the address system, in effect in October 1991, 
shows a 22-percent error rate in alien addresses and a 9-percent error rate 
in the addresses of their representatives is adequate. Although our review 
was limited to four field offices, typographical errors and out-of-date 
addresses occurred in the Central Address File in all of the four field 
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ofaces we visited. We chose the four offices to achieve a mix of workloads 
and geographic locations. 

In our opinion most of the inaccuracies we identified resulted from EOIR’S 
use of the current procedures rather than those procedures required by 
section 646. We expressed that view in our report We also satd that ~~IKNR 
revises these procedures and properly implements them, as EOIB plans to 
do, most of the inaccuracies we identsfied would be elMnated. 

If the Central Address File had been fully implemented at the time of our 
review, these error rates could have resulted in 12 percent of the aliens in 
the four EON fleld ofllcee not being notified of their deportation hearings. 
When the Central Address FYle is fully implemented, name and address 
accuracy will be crucial to assuring immig&ion judges that aliens covered 
by the revised noti5cation procedures had their hearing notices sent to the 
addresses that they or their representattves provided, Ifnvs cannot 
establish that the aliens or their representatives were properly notified, 
immigration judges would be precluded from ordering these aliens 
deported in absentia when they fail to qpear for their hearings. The 
Immigration Act of 1900 generally requires immigxNon judges to order 
aliens deported in absentia if they fail to appesr for their hearings. 

We believe that the concept of the Central Address File system is sound; 
however, it remams to be seen whether the system will work as Congress 
intended. If EOIR implements change of address procedures, trains its staff, 
and enhances its Internal reviews, we believe it will improve the accuracy 
of the Central Address File. EOIR’S plans to revise its change of address 
procedures focus on the principal type of error we identifkd in our 
samples. Specifkally, 60 of the 86 alien address inaccuracies and 28 of the 
36 representative address inaccuracies related to out-of&te address 
information in the Central Address F+ile. If Eon3 revises its change of 
address procedures and properly implements them, such future problems 
should be reduced. 

The other actions EOIR is taking, such as increasing field review emphasis 
on maintaining accurate data in the Central Address File and training its 
staff, should also reduce inaccuracies. 

AgencyComments We discussed the information contained in this report with EoIR officials. 

andOurEvaluation 
The EOIR offMals disagreed with our approach and results; consequently 
they stated that the information contained in our report was inaccurate 
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and that our conclusions were erroneous. EOIR officials said that their 
automated informatioii’system was completely adequate to properly 
maintain the Central Address F’ile. 

Eon? officiah said that in measuring the accuracy of EoIR's automated 
information system, we held them to standards for the Central Address 
Filethatarenotcurrentiyin placeand that~o~~wasneitherrequirednor 

attempting to meet. Therefore, the errors that we identified were not 
errors under EOIR'S current procedures. For example, when an alien is 
represented, EOIR updates the representative’s address and hss no need to 
update the alien’s address, since it is the representative who receives the 
notice. 

Because we were required to review the adequacy of the Central Address 
File before its full implementation, we evaluated the ftie on the basis of 
standards that it will be expected to meet when it is fully implemented. 
While some of the alien address inaccuracies we identitied in our sample 
of 433 alien cases may not be considered to be errors at this time, they 
would be errors if not corrected when the file is fully implemented. 
Further, the address inaccuracies we identified in our sample of 443 
representative addresses were considered to be errors at that time and 
would be considered to be errors when the file is fully implemented. 

EOIR officials disagreed with the projected error rates we cited. According 
to these oflcials, we took four separate random samples and projected the 
results across the population despite huge deviations between the sample 
means. They said that the Miami field office results in particular vary from 
the other cities, and including Miami tends to skew the data and results in 
an unreliable projection. 

In aggregating the data we used standard statistical methods, which 
included appropriately weighting the sample to recognize that the four 
field offices had different numbers of cases. We agree with EOIR officials 

that the Miami field office significantly affected the average. Therefore, we 
reported the data for all four field offices separately, but using an overall 
average for those field offices is methodologically correct. Further, errors 
in the Miami field office were material because of its relative number of 
cases compared to the other field offices. Therefore, the errors in Miami 
potentially affected more people. 

EOIR officials said that we did not take into account a number of crucial 
issues. First, we did not study the technical aspecti of the automated 
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information system, which is appropriate and necessary to any report 
dealing with adequacy. Second, we raised the issue that some aliens might 
fail to appear for their hearings because of inaccurate address information; 
however, we did not determine if any of the aliens in our sample failed to 
appear for a hearing. Since all of the cases in our sample were pending 
active cases, EOIR believes none of the aliens failed to appear due to 
inaccurate notices. Third, EOIR officials said that we concentrated on 
written notices, despite the fact that after the initial hearing occurs, the 
bulk of its notices are given orally by an immigration judge directly to the 
alien and/or counsel at the hearing, 

With regard to the technical aspects of the system, we tested the 
completeness of the Central Address F’ile and the reliability of the edit 
check on the state field, interviewed the responsible EOIR headquarters 
official and field office staff who use the automated case tracking 
database, reviewed the Users F’ield Manual for the database, accessed the 
automated csse tracking system and the Central Address F’ile in each of 
the four field offlces, and observed EOIR field staff using the automated 
database. These audit tests, interviews, and observations indicated that 
there were no difficulties with the technical aspects of the Central Address 
F’ile or the automated case tracking system. We revised the report to more 
clearly reflect this work. 

We did not determine if the aliens or their representatives failed to appear 
for their hearings because section 645 of the Immigration Act of 19!30 
tasked us with determining the adequacy of the system, not whether the 
alien appeared. We focused on written notices because that is the type of 
notice the Central Address F’ile was designed to provide. 
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Copies of this report are being sent to the Attorney General, the Director 
of EOIR, the Commissioner of INS, and other interested parties. 

MaJor contributors to this report are listed in appendix II. If you have any 
questions about the contents of this report, please call me on (202) 
276-8389. 

Lowell Dodge 
Director, Administration 

of Justice Issues 
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Appendix I 

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Section 646 of the Immigration Act of 1990 requires the Comptroller 
General to report on the adequacy of the Central Address File fir the 
Attorney General has certified its establishment. The Attorney General 
certified the establishment of the Central Address File on August 13,1991. 
Although the Central Address File has been established, EOIR’S internal 

operating procedures for the file and the revised notification procedures 
required by the act cannot be implemented before February 13,1992. 
Therefore, to meet our reporting requirement, our objective was to 
determine the accuracy of the name and address information that 
appeared in the Central Address File before its full implementation. 

Neither the act nor the legislative history defined criteria for determining 
the adequacy of the Central Address File. Therefore, our comparison of 
source data in the immigration court files, including change of address 
information received from aliens and representatives, to the information in 
the Central Address File and our assessment of the accuracy of the 
address information and the potential effect on notices being received 
form the basis for our judgment in determining adequacy. For purposes of 
this evaluation, we considered address information to be accurate if it (1) 
appeared in the Central Address File exactly as it appeared on the source 
document in the court flies and (2) reflected the most recent information 
that the immigration court had received. EOIR plans to make changes to its 
operating procedures that it believes are necessary for the Central Address 
File to meet the act’s requirements. However, the law requires us to review 
the Central Address File before those changes are made. Nonetheless, 
after being implemented the system will contain the same address 
information that we reviewed, and EOIR will use it to notify aliens or their 

representatives of deportation hearings. Therefore, any inaccuracies we 
identified through our comparison could continue to exist unless data 
entry procedures are changed. We did not determine (1) if the address 
information aliens or their representatives provided was accurate, (2) 4 

whether address inaccuracies affected the delivery of the notice, (3) if 
aliens or their representatives received their hearing notices, (4) whether 
aliens or their representatives attended their hearings, or (5) the outcome 
of the proceedings. 

With regard to the technical aspects of the system, we tested the 
completeness of the Central Address File and the reliability of the edit 
check on the state field, interviewed the responsible EOm headquarters 
official and field office staff who use the automated csse tracking 
database, reviewed the Users Field Manual, accessed the automated case 
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tracking system and the Central Address Eile in each of the four field 
offices, and observed EOIR field staff using the automated database. 

To determine the accuracy of the data maintained in the Central Address 
File, we randomly selected samples-one of alien addresses and the other 
of representative addresses-at the Los Angeles; Miami, Fla.; El Paso, 
Tex.; and Arlington, Va, EOIR field offices. We judgmentally selected these 
four locations on the basis of their workloads and geographical dispersion. 
All of the cases we sampled were open cases that were pending before the 
immigration court in the four field offices as of August 1,199l. 

We compared the names and addresses on source data in the immigration 
court files with the information in the Central Address File to determine if 
EOIR accurately recorded and updated the information. We did not review 
EOIR’S automated case tracking system or other aspects of the notification 
process that cannot be implemented before February 13,1992. To 
determine the completeness of the data, we judgmentally selected a 
sample of court files at each of the four field offices and checked to ensure 
they were recorded in the Central Address File. 

To obtain a sample of alien addresses, we obtained a random listing of sll 
pending deportation cases as of August 1,1991, for the four EOIR field 
offices. The list indicated for each case whether the alien had obtained a 
representative. We generated a separate random number listing for each 
EOIR field office. The cases for the alien address sample were determined 
by matching the numbers on our random number listing against the 
random sequential list of pending deportation cases for each office. This 
selection process was followed until we obtained the required number of 
alien addresses. 

To determine the number of cases that would be required for the alien 
address sample, we obtained workload data for the four selected EOIR field 
offices on pending deportation cases as of July 24,199l. Sample sixes were 
selected in order to achieve a sampling error of 6 percent at the 9bpercent 
confidence level. Our sample size was 433 cases: 130 cases for Los 
Angeles, 146 cases for Miami, 102 cases for El Paso, and 106 cases for 
Arlington. 

To obtain a sample of representative addresses, we determined how many 
cases would be required for the sample on the basis of the number of 
pending deportation csses of represented aliens in each field office as of 
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July 24,1991. Cur sample size was 443 cases: 123 cases for Los Angeles, 
136 cases for Miami, 33 cases for El Paso, and 97 cases for Arlington. 

We determined how many cases had already been selected for the alien 
address sample when the alien had a representative. Prom this 
information, we determined the number of additional cases that would 
need to be selected to meet the required number of cases for the 
representative address sample. Using the random listing of all pending 
deportation cases for each of the four field of&es and our random 
number listing, we continued to select those cases in which the alien wss 
represented until the required number of cases for the representative 
address sample had been met. 

After we identified the cases needed for the alien and representative 
address samples, we obtained a printout from the Central Address F’ile for 
each case that provided the alien’s name, address, and, if represented, the 
representative’s name and address. At each of the four field offices we 
compared the alien and representative address information from the 
Central Address F’ile with the name and’address information in the court’s 
case file. We reviewed the case Ne to determine the most currently 
reported address for the alien, whether or not the alien was represented, 
and if represented, the name and address for the representative. We 
compared this information from the case file with the information 
recorded in the Central Address Pile and noted any inaccuracies between 
the two. We also reviewed the aliens’ A-numbers (i.e., an &digit 
identification number assigned to each alien by INS) and representatives’ 
telephone numbers. We found that the A-numbers and representatives’ 
telephone numbers that had been provided were accurately recorded in 
the Central Address Pile. All estimates to the universe of cases in the four 
field offices were computed by weighting the results to sssure that the 
estimates accounted for the different numbers of cases in the four field 4 

offices. The resulting percentage therefore represented an overall estimate 
of the frequency of errors found in the universe of all cases in the four 
field offices. 

Regarding those aspects of the Central Address Pile that are not yet 
implemented, we interviewed INS and EOIR officials concerning the actions 
that each plans to take to implement the Central Address Pile. We did our 
work at INS and EOIR headquarters and at EOIR field offices in Los Angeles; 
Miami, Fla; El Paso, Tex; and Arlington, Va. We also contacted a 
representative of the United States Postal Service’s National Address 
Information Center to determine if criteria existed that would determine 
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the deliverability or nondeliverability of first class mail in the event that a 
name or address was flawed. 

At each EOIR field office, we judgmentally selected 26 alien case files from 
the courtrooms, judges’ chambers, interpreters’ and administrative staffs 
desks, and the file room. We checked to determine if these 100 cases were 
recorded in the CentraJ Address F’ile. All cases were in the Central Address 
FlIe. 
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